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Hi all,
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And welcome to issue #89 of NZTECHO magazine.
It’s been a particularly enjoyable one to put
together. During the production of the last issue,
back in the mists of time of March, I was still
doing an impression of a Grip on a terrific local
feature film, and both Crew Wellington and Crew
Auckland were going completely mental with work
coming in and new members joining.
Now, mid – year, with an Antarctic blast covering
all the best bits of the country and a few big
productions winding down, at least temporarily,
it’s a luxury to be able to write this at my desk, with
a mug of tea. The last editorial was literally tapped
out on my iPhone, at about 10pm, parked up in my
van at the top of Wai-nui-o-mata hill. Great days.
And, we have some great content too. I approached
the ACC about contributing regular pieces on
health risks in our industry, particularly for onset
workers, and they have come back with a terrific
article on concussion. We are already planning a
piece on melanoma for issue #90, just in time for
the sunshine!
We also welcome the Dunedin office to our gang.
Rebecca and the crew will be contributing a regular
newsletter from the country’s prettiest city, and
they have put together a great piece on the industry
and opportunities in the region. Welcome!
Plus, all your usual columns and diaries are here.
And finally, due to a production error, a vital
passage was omitted from Chris Hiles’ ‘newbie’
column in NZTECHO 88. We profoundly regret
that this happened, and we are pleased to have
the opportunity to run the piece in full in this
issue. And also to welcome Jymi Best as this
issue’s ‘newbie’.
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Love your work,
GT and Jason.
PS: Any aspiring cartoonists out there?
I’m thinking a regular cartoon could be a popular
addition to your regular NZTECHO. Email me
at info@crewwellington.co.nz with any
suggestions please.

GOLD STARS & CHOCOLATE FISH
N To the executive and branch committee members for
volunteering their precious time to the guild.
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PRESIDENT’S RAVE

With over 20 years in the film and TV industry,
Kelly Lucas is now executive officer for the Techos’ Guild.

Executive Officer Kelly Lucas
It’s hard to believe we are halfway through the year
already, and again COVID is on our doorstep.
Hopefully, this time we will be left unscathed from
the latest news, but it is a clear reminder that even
though we have had some time out of the COVID
limelight, we still need to be vigilant when it comes
to our sets. Remember to use the COVID tracer app
and register your production on the ScreenSafe
COVID 19 registration on screensafe.co.nz This is
for everyone’s safety and ensures all contacts can
be traced if necessary.
On the SIGANZ/ScreenSafe home front, we
have been finalising the Working with Children
documentation with Safeguard the Children.
These include NZ Child Safety Guidelines, Code
of Conduct, Disclosures Guide, and Incidents
Procedure documentation. These will be released
in the next month to the wider sector. We
encourage all crew to review these so everyone is
on the same page and seriously takes child safety.
The Blue Book subcommittee is now reviewing
the feedback from the poll we released earlier in
the month. We will have an update for you in the
coming weeks.
In mid-June, we hosted four branch meetings
across the country. Thank you to all of you that
attended and contributed to the discussions. It’s
really important that we hear from our members to
work with you to deliver necessary training, share
information, and see what you require the guild
to focus on in the future. If you have anything else
you would like to share, please email me at info@
screenguild.co.nz. Another big thank you to the
executive committee and branch chairs for taking
the time to host these meetings. Please remember
our committee is full of volunteers, and they gift
their time to support the guild.

Guild President Brendon Durey

The rate card review is still underway, and we will
be moving into the following departments, so you
may receive an email from me requesting your
support of this project. It is really important we
revise the current rate card and create an up-todate reflection of the sector.

We have had media putting stories out about
“Hollywood” rushing to NZ to take advantage of
our Covid free status. I think many of us know
that while this was a great soundbite for the
media, for the most part the productions that
began shooting at the end of lockdowns were
projects that were already in preproduction
here and were already slated to shoot here pre
covid. It’s a reflection of the patchy quality of
reporting about the screen sector we tend to
see here, dominated by speculation articles and
ideological opinion pieces often operating off
dubious research and dated information.

Just a reminder - your contracts, if you have a query
about your contract that you may want a legal
eye over, please contact me before you sign your
contract. We have a lawyer to support our members
and give the best advice regarding your rights.
In this final wrap for another quarter, we will be
partnering with Screen Skills run by Marg Slater
to run the first pilot program for the Set Ready
Go workshops. These workshops are for newbies
coming into the sector and are an extensive
overview of the industry; please get in touch when
we call out to our members or contact me at info@
screenguild.co.nz for further information.

Also concerning from the media is the
continuing series of articles attacking the New
Zealand Screen Production Grant (NZSPG). The
recent articles address the scale of the rebate
being paid to Amazon for the “Tolkien” show
nearing the end of filming its first season here
in NZ. The production has been reported as
spending over $650 million NZ dollars (most
& Safety 181mm
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So that’s it for now; please take care out there and
remember your mental health is just as important
as your physical health. Take time out with friends
and family as much as you can.
Ngā mihi nui,
Kelly.
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on the spend of an estimated $160 million
(25%). The articles talk about the rebate as its NZ
taxpayers hard earned tax that is going offshore
to a large US company, when the real story is far
from that. A rebate is when a percentage of the
huge spend (in this case over half a billion) in
the country gets given back to the production
after a lengthy audit. In no way is this or any
other production reducing the taxpayer funds
in the government coffers. Rather the coffers of
the nation are benefiting from huge amounts of
“new money” flowing into our economy.

New Zealand Film & TV Industry INC has
had a busy period post the mass lockdowns of
2020. The sectors that service the local content
and the crew and vendors that service the
offshore productions have both been going
gangbusters. This has led to a bountiful period
to be a screen industry worker. Its seldom I hear
people complaining about wanting more time
off and over this recent period I have hear that
sentiment echoing around both the on and
offset zones of productions.

The Professional Respect Training workshops
are available for free to all crew that would like
to attend. This one-day workshop works towards
creating safer, more respectful work environments
for all of the screen sector. We focus on sexual
harassment, bullying, and racism, giving you the
tools to build a safe set for your crew and yourself.
The following July workshop is in Auckland on
Friday 16th July, if you would like to attend email:
workshops@screenguild.co.nz

SPECIALIST FILM & TV SAFETY

There are very few industries that can achieve
this level of direct foreign investment which is
why there is a race around the world to attract
this style of capital inflows with the incentives.
Many other nations offering incentives are
offering much greater incentives than NZ. I
encourage all members of SIG and the screen
industry in general to educate yourself on the
benefits of the NZSPG and spread the word
about these benefits to help combat the negative
reporting it receives.
The work and income from offshore
productions increases the total skill base of
our industry and allows the vendors, suppliers,
and all film makers to be supportive of local
production and content to a level that would not
be possible if the political and public desire to
maintain a competitive incentive was gone.
AM

Brendon Durey.

Lifeguard & Safety have been working with Production Companies for
over 20 years, on projects ranging from music videos & film school
shoots, low budget television & features, up to major motion pictures.
We can help in the following areas;
Safety supervisors, on set medics, hazard identification & mitigation,
WorkSafe NZ compliance, marine coordination, water safety, and divers
for underwater support.
If it’s the Health & Safety at Work Act 2015 causing you concern, we
have been working with ScreenSafe, WorkSafe NZ & several legal
companies & consultants to find the best solutions for the Screen Sector.
Contact us if you have any questions regarding your next project.
Willy Heatley +64 27 451 6002
willy@guard.co.nz • www.guard.co.nz
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WIDE ANGLE

ACC challenges
film and TV
industry to have
a Hmmm
The risks of working on
a film site
Film and television production sets
are often chaotic places with large
numbers of people working together
to capture that memorable scene.
As a result, film sets are high-risk
environments where preventable
injuries happen on a daily basis.
New Zealand has made a name for
itself on the world stage as being an
ideal location to shoot feature films
or television series and the gross
screen industry is worth about $3
billion per year.
There have been a number of
injuries while filming on our shores.
In 2019 Elissa Cadwell, an
experienced Brisbane-based
stuntwoman and actor, who doubled
for Nicole Kidman in Aquaman, was
injured during rehearsals at the
Kumeu Film Studio.
She fell into a large tank of water as
planned but struck her head on a
bolt in the process. It is understood
that Cadwell suffered concussion
and required further plastic surgery.
Also in Auckland, American actor
John Cho was injured while filming,

stopping the production of Netflix’s
Cowboy Bebop for nine months.
The injury happened during the
last take of a “routine and wellrehearsed scene”.
Overseas there are plenty of famous
film accidents stories. In the
making of one of the movies for
the Star Wars franchise, a set piece
dropped on actor Harrison Ford’s
leg. The actor suffered a broken leg
and was required to sit out for eight
weeks to recover.

Concussion in
New Zealand workplaces

Tom Cruise famously broke his
ankle when he was filming a stunt
in Mission Impossible 6. Cruise, who
prides himself on doing all of his
own stunts, badly fractured his ankle
when he was filming a scene where
he jumped from one building to
another. It suspended filming for
seven weeks.

Concussion is an ever-present threat
in workplaces all over New Zealand
and the film and television industry
is no different.

Film sets typically include heavy set
pieces and props and staff members
must often juggle heavy equipment
and props to deliver the visual look
and feel directors seek.

The cost of work-related concussion
to ACC is also a good indication of
the cost to the person in terms of
their independence and the ability
to take part in life.

On-set injuries are common, and
it is believed that they often go
under-reported.

“We want all New Zealanders to be
able to complete their work in safe
environments,” she says. “Everyone

Virginia Burton-Konia, the Manager
of Workplace Safety at ACC, says the
number and cost of work-related
concussions in New Zealand far
outweighs those sustained in sport.

who goes to work each day should
return home to their families, happy
and healthy.”
Due to COVID-19, 2020 was an
unusual year and in general claims
received by ACC decreased.
In 2020 there were 1446 new claims
accepted by ACC for work related
concussion which cost ACC $40
million to help people recover.
The number of concussions
receiving weekly compensation
from ACC- indicating that a person
needed a period of time off work to
recover– has increased by 15 times in
the past five years.
In 2020 there were 172 people
receiving weekly compensation for a
work-related concussion compared
to 11 in 2016.
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department immediately so you
can be assessed and treated before
returning to sport, work or school,”
says Hardaker.

The government agency accepts two
million injury claims every year,
which equates to more than 5,000
injury claims every day in Aotearoa.

Hardaker says most people do
recover from concussion; it is a
short-term injury and with good
early management and advice
improves longer term outcomes.

These claims cost more than $4
billion annually. These injuries
have a substantial impact on the
wellbeing of the people of Aotearoa.

She says ACC wants people to report
concussion and to make sure they
take the time to recover and make a
sustained return to work.
Often when people return to quickly,
they end up needing more time
off and have a longer period of
ongoing symptoms.
“There are some people that
may have persistent concussion
symptoms and these cases people
need to be recognised early and
referred for additional support,”
she says.

The two leading causes of
concussion in the workplace were:
(1) people losing balance or personal
control (425 claims in 2020) and
(2) people suffering a concussion
by being knocked over or having a
collision (412 claims in 2020).

Managing and preventing
concussion
ACC plays a leading role in
both preventing and managing
concussion in sport, work and
in everyday life. Around 20 – 30
percent of all concussion happen in
a sport and recreation context with
the remainder at work, home and
other environments.
Prevention is key and it is vital that
all workplaces adhere to health and
safety guidelines to minimise the
risk of concussion in the workplace.
“Managing concussion is everyone’s
responsibility,” says Natalie

Hardaker, an Injury Prevention
Partner at ACC.
Concussion can happen to anyone,
at any age and in any environment.
You don't even need a hit on the
head, or to lose consciousness. It can
be caused by a simple blow to the
body that causes the head to rapidly
move back and forth.
ACC educates New Zealanders
to remember the Four R’s of
concussion management
and the same guidelines apply
to the workplace.
The four R’s include Recognise (the
signs and symptoms of concussion),
Remove (the person from play or
work) Refer (to a medical doctor
to confirm diagnosis and provide
treatment/advice) and Recover
(before returning to work or play).
“If you or someone else has a
suspected concussion, it’s important
to be seen by a doctor or emergency

There are a range of physical and
memory-related signs to look out
for with concussion including; loss
consciousness or balance, becoming
confused, or having a dazed or
blank look.
People with concussions may also
complain of headaches, blurry
vision, dizziness, or sensitivity
to light or become emotional or
irritable, or have trouble recalling
information they should know the
answer too, such as where they are
and what activity they were doing.
Not reporting or seeking treatment
for a concussion can increase
the likelihood of a poor and
prolonged recovery. It is important
for people who have suffered a
concussion to prioritise their
recovery and wellbeing.

In April, ACC launched an Injury
Prevention campaign called
Preventable which lays down a wero
(challenge) to all New Zealanders to
stop and take a moment to assess the
risks at home, work and play.
By taking a moment to prevent
injury, they can keep doing the
things they love and keep from
harming others around them.
Virginia Burton-Konia, the Manager
of Workplace Safety at ACC, says
Preventable aims to improve the
wellbeing of New Zealanders by
decreasing the number of injuries
and reducing the severity of injuries.
“We are challenging all New
Zealanders to have a Hmmm,”
she says. “It’s important to take a
moment to think about what they
are about to do and think about what
could go wrong to prevent injury.”
In many ways the film set is akin
to a building site with the large
number of people and activity, and
the presence of stunt activity only
elevates the risk.
“We know that the film and TV
industry is dynamic and has lots
of moving parts and chances for
things to go wrong, so it is important
to slow down and reduce the risk
of injury.

“Have a Hmmm”

“It’s also important to have a
well-planned and organised site
– the latter is the best indicator of
producing good safety outcomes.”

ACC is encouraging all workers in
the film and television industry to
have a Hmmm to prevent injury.

Burton-Konia says the research
shows it is estimated that 90
percent of injuries aren’t random,
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unconnected or unpredictable –
they are predictable and
therefore preventable.

•

ACC spent around $40 million
helping people recover from
work related concussion in 2020

She says taking a pause for a few
seconds can save days, weeks,
months or a lifetime of harm and
hurt – for the person and others.

•

The number of serious
concussions – where the person
is off work for a period and
received weekly compensation
from ACC – has increased by 15
times in the past five years.

“Injury harm continues to be
unacceptably high which impacts
the wellbeing of the entire country.
We can all collectively do more
to look out for ourselves and
each other.
We want people to be out there and
doing the things that they love, and
living life to the full, but we also
want to collectively change our
mindset on preventing injury.”

Managing and
Preventing concussion
•

Managing and preventing
concussion is everyone’s
responsibility.

•

ACC educates sports players
to remember the Four R’s of
concussion management and
the same guidelines apply to the
workplace.

The Preventable campaign was
informed by significant qualitative
and quantitative research which
identified four key attitudes to risk
– Opportunity, Nurturer, Excitement
and Attentive.

Every year ACC invests around $80
million into Injury Prevention
to support the wellbeing of New
Zealanders by reducing the number
and severity of injuries.

Concussion in
New Zealand workplaces
•

In 2020 there were 1446 new
claims accepted by ACC for work
related concussion.

In pursuit of a
sustainable future

1. Recognise - the signs and
symptoms of concussion)

“We’ve learnt a lot about how the
people of Aotearoa think about risk
and injury, and what might get them
to think and act differently,” says
Burton-Konia.
The campaign was launched with
two videos – one where a man
is considering jumping from a
waterfall and another where a
woman is looking to kill a mosquito
with her jandal while balancing
on her dresser. They show the
individual thinking about if they
get hurt, others they care about are
also harmed.

IN FOCUS

2. Remove (the person from
play or work)
3. Refer (to a doctor for
specialist treatment)
4. Recover (before returning to
work or play).

Preventable –
BY THE NUMBERS
•

ACC accepts over two million
injury claims per year, that is
over 5000 a day

•

These claims come at annual
cost of $4 billion

•

It is estimated that 90% of all
injury claims are preventable

•

ACC will invest $7.6million
in the Preventable campaign
over the next two years, as part
of its overall $80 million per
annum investment into
Injury Prevention.

Ōtepoti. The Place of
Corners. Also known as the
Edinburgh of New Zealand,
round every corner there’s
Scottish and Māori heritage
here in Dunedin.
Old money claimed in the Otago
Gold Rush sets our strong Victorian
and Edwardian architectural
foundations. Larnach Castle,
Olveston, Dunedin Law Courts,
(Old) Dunedin Prison, The
Warehouse Precinct, Dunedin
Railway Station, King Edward
Technical, University of Otago and
the Port Chalmers main street and
docks are just a few location nuggets
that have adorned the screens.

An Angel at my table, Sylvia, Scarfies,
Out of the Blue, Light Between Oceans,
Wanted S2, Black Christmas, The Power
of the Dog, The Royal Treatment are
some Productions to benefit from
this charming city.
An earlier slogan of Dunedin “It’s
all right here” sums it up when
you talk locations. Any Location
Scout will agree, whether it’s the
architecture or the landscape there’s
plenty of opportunity for cinematic
splendour. Where else can you shoot
vast open beaches, mile upon mile
with no one in sight for a lockdown
call and you’re more likely to see a
giant sea-leopard than paparazzi?
But not only are there a diversity
of interiors and exteriors on offer
they’re in such close proximity you
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could discard the car and get your
environmental freak on with an
electric bike to and from sets.
Less petrol, less pollution, less time
and money.
This is one reason to shoot
in Dunedin.
This place breaths creativity and
inspiration in and out like vapour
on an often cold morning. And
yes weather is a BIG conversation
when discussing Dunedin with the
rest of the country. Yep it’s cold. Yep
you’ll need a good lip gloss. Also
merino possum wool socks. But you
can’t feel cold through the lens of a
camera. If we want to talk weather,
isn’t it more important to note that

Dunedin has a lower rain-fall then
most cities in New Zealand? And
that the wind will not be blowing
‘C' stands on their sides? It might be
bum tingling cold but the sun can
still shine through cheating us in
the edit that it’s practically balmy
out. We guarantee you’ll require less
wet weather cover days to keep your
shooting schedule on track.
Another reason to shoot in Dunedin.
Over the more recent years shooting
in and around Dunedin has
continued to grow as interest in the
area and its opportunities bring
productions to town. However, there
continues to be a misconception
that are "no crew there” and “you’ll

have to bring everyone in.”
This statement is not correct.
What would be more accurate to
say is that up until the latter part of
last year no one had had the time to
research what crew capacity was at
in the region.
The conclusion off the recent study
generated by the DCC is a pool of
180 contractors on the Dunedin
crew database. Approximately half
are factual crew contractors and
half are scripted. Quite a few crew
cross over departments, giving
them multiple skillsets. This
number continues to grow as crew
return from some of the large scale
productions up in the North Island.

There’s also an increase in folk
making the move down, whether
they’re returning home or starting
a new one, as they too watch the
industry build momentum here.
The Royal Treatment (a Netflix rom.
com) was the first project to come
to Dunedin after this study. While
it was timely that the information
could be shared ahead with powers
that be, it was equally fortunate
they had a genuine interest to crew
locally where possible (Thank you
Chloe Smith and Matt Noonan).
As a result, 30% crew came out of
Dunedin. Prior to this a Production
based here would barely make up
10% local crew. Not only that, out
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few months the company went
through some restructuring and
was recently purchased by Dame
Julie Christie. The success to follow
sees NHNZ being one of the five
applicants to receive the first
round of Premium Productions
for International Audiences Fund
(Te Puna Kairangi Premium Fund).
This will bring pre-production to
commence on a new season of the
underwater wildlife series Our Big
Blue Backyard for TVNZ and Love
Nature for international audiences.

of the 28 supporting NZ cast roles,
15 of these were cast from Dunedin,
Oamaru and Central Otago.
It’s a big town, small city with a
106,000 residents give or take and
20% of this made up by the student
population. Some say “meh, too
small”, “too student-y” but students
offer ethnic diversity as extras plus
additional crewing for larger shoot
days. And a smaller population
means having local knowledge with
such a minimal degree of separation
problems can get resolved in a

matter of hours. How else are you
going to get the aluminium welder
in 9pm at night? And someone who
knows how to drive a 1925 Buick
without stalling to shoot the next
morning? There’s always someone
who can help.
Dunedin breeds resilient friendly
multi-able creatives (also Albatross,
Hoihoi, Kakas) … ultimately another
reason to shoot here.
Let’s side step a little as while
Dunedin warmly welcomes any
outside Productions to the city if we
are building towards sustainability
in this region the focus should shift
to the local content creators, story
tellers, musicians, businesses that
continue to bubble away in their
own creative juices.
We could write up an entire article
on just NHNZ alone, it needs no
introduction. Famous worldwide
the Dunedin based production
company has produced around 19
documentary films, 1200 hours+
of television, acquiring over 300
international awards. Over the last

ARL (Animated Research Limited)
cofounded by Sir Ian Taylor
(also cofounder of Taylormade
Productions) is another multi-award
winning Internationally acclaimed
production house. ARL produces
computer graphics and content
over multiple mediums including
film, tv, sporting events, educational
programs and installations.
Mātauranga is one of their latest

projects, an online learning
platform teachers can integrate into
their curriculum.
The aim to help tamariki learn from
the past to navigate the future with
engaging videos and fun activities,
to prove that science, technology,
engineering and maths (STEM) is
not something to be afraid of. The
Antipodean Albatross was a short film
Produced by ARL for Live Ocean and
a finalist for the Sylvia Earle Ocean
Conservation Award as part of the
My Hero Film Festival this year.
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development over the last couple of
years there’s more opportunity for
funding to reach stories generated
this far south.

and International festival runs for
their short films are currently in
development for feature length
and online series scripts. Another
Producer / Director duo Tess
Whelan and David Hay of Legal
Fiction Films recently completed
their 2nd short Canvass. Scripts
developments for a Feature are
also underway.
Right now domestic projects
in development for the city are
prospering. Quality story telling
is not something we are in short
supply of here in Dunedin. Not only
are there more scriptwriters and
content producers than ever before
but with a bigger focus on regional

Because the most sustainable way
to continue to build the industry,
the businesses and crew is to
support the productions and people
generating content within Dunedin.
We don’t want feast or famine, just
a bubbling consistency of various
projects to jump between please. It’s
not a giant leap, just the next step up.
If we can maintain the right amount
of balance for incoming Productions
and local generated Productions,
Dunedin can maintain a sustainable
Film and TV industry hub.

The Next Generation
Sound Devices 8-Series
Premium Portable
Mixer-Recorders

With Dugan AutoMix, MixAssist +
optional Cedar sdnx and Noise Assist

Three models to suit your specific needs, all with 256GB SSD

Infinitum Studios, a Dunedin
based company cofounded by
Oliver Compton and Millie Cossou
specialising in cinema drone and
aerial camera operations have been
working on an array of commercials
over the past few years. Companies
such as BMW, MINI, Mitsubishi
and Bombardier Recreational
Products have seen their drone
services regionally, nationally
and internationally.
Theatreworks cofounder Cindy
Diver has been providing casting,
extras casting and assistance to
literally every single Production to
shoot in the South Island since 1993.
Musicians spawned from the City’s
prolific music scene inspire stories
to share of loved idols like The Chills:
The Triumph & Tragedy of Martin
Philipps and SIX60 Till the Lights Go
Out. The Music scene has not only
inspired documentaries but dozens

of Music Video shoots and a
growing list of local composers.
Jason and Kate Lindsay co-owners
of Petriedish (a multi-level
shared space offering community
and growth) cultivate a space
for producers, animators, VFX
compositors and non-industry
contractors all co-existing under the
one roof. Petriedish is regularly used
for on screen locations, off screen
film facilities, private functions and
will soon open up Post Production
suites, Foley and other Post services.
Several Drama Production
companies reside out of Dunedin
have shot Productions previously
in the region. R&R Productions
Ltd, Creative Producers brought
Emmy nominated Wanted S2 to the
city a few years back. Punakaiki
Productions Producer / Director
team Stefan Roesch and Pennie
Hunt having successful Domestic

All built on the same architecture
833 portable, compact, lightweight

888 use on a cart with Dante or over the shoulder
Scorpio premium, PSNEurope Best of Show Award at IBC2019
To order, book a demo, or for more information-p: 09 366 1750; e: info@soundtq.co.nz; FB: @soundtechniques; www.soundtq.co.nz;
Intrigued? Check out www.sounddevices.com/product/scorpio/ for specifications
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Take two – Bay of Plenty

REGIONAL WRAP
Take one – Auckland
This winter has crept upon us in rather
a stealthy way, with much of Auckland
only just now starting to slow down for its
winter breather period. This is a time we
note annually that a lot of the long form
productions tend to either end or have a
mid-winter hiatus so that cast and crew
can recover somewhat before the Spring
regrowth begins the chaos all over again.
We have been lucky enough to dodge a lot
of the Covid bullets, and no one can point
the finger at productions for being sloppy
or disregarding the extra health and safety
measures being adopted around the country.
We should be proud although this is not a
time to slacken off, so once again we would
urge anyone who is feeling unwell to get
cover, and to stay at home, get tested and
minimise their exposure to other crew.
The Film Industry Working Group has met
again in the last quarter to assist the new
Minister in his understanding of how the
new Bill (if passed) will affect contractors
(for the better) and how our collective
bargaining with producers moving forward.
A lot of the hard graft has already been
done to this end, with the production of our
nationally recognised ‘Blue Book’. Although
the Blue Book is not a legally binding
document, it is of course a great place for
screen industry workers and producers to
begin their negotiations regarding working
conditions (this is not about the amount of
money you earn per hour, rather about the
way in which you are expected to earn it
healthily and safely). It is a document that
from time to time will need to be adjusted
to allow for technology changes, trends and

different ways in which contractors are able
or expected to work. This is not a simple
process and requires engagement from our
members (to advise the Guild executive of
concerns or ideas) so that they can then
discuss options with SPADA and the NZAPG
(NZ Advertising and Producers Group….
those that produce commercials) and come
to a mutual understanding that both parties
can accept as being ‘best practice’.
I would urge as many of you as possible
encourage any other crew members
you work with that enjoy the terms and
conditions of the Blue Book (such as
overtime, travel time, midnight loading
etc) to join our membership. They are
gaining from the work done by our hardworking team of executive committee and
also benefitting from you paying your
membership fees, so try and get them to join
up too and be a part of the ongoing support
network that is available for freelance crew
(no matter what department you are in).
We look forward to the return of some
of the large productions to Auckland in
the coming year, such as Evil Dead,
Sweet Tooth and Cowboy Bebop, along
with the continuation of the GSR/UAP
production that has been underway for
some months already.
Sioux Macdonald, Guild vice president and
executive committee member

They said winter was coming and it's
definitely arrived in the Bay. Brisk
mornings and fireside evenings are upon
us but this has not slowed down enquiries
and production in the Bay. In fact Tauranga
has seen more enquiries for permits for
filming than ever before. More permits
means more productions which in turn
means more work opportunities.
The Bay is the Way for production and as
the only economic development agency
here dedicated to production servicing, we
are essential to the advancement of media
growth in the Bay. We are capitalising on
the unique assets of locations, crew and
ease of business is bringing economic
growth to the region.
An international project is underway in the
Bay plus a local six part drama, and one of
the TVNZ spiritual anthologies. The Bay is
the way for production. Ease of business, a
building crew-base
Training and up-skilling are always at
the forefront of our collective minds. Late

last year we saw a successful partnership
with the Ministry of Social Development,
MBIE, Waiariki Films Studios, Steambox
and Greenstone TV to run Tohea, an earn
and learn apprenticeship that gave 20
local youth the opportunity to get a step
up into the industry. The commitment
continues with Tohea 2.0 underway and 3.0
in the planning stages. The goal is to run
programmes like this on all future large
scale productions that shoot in the region.
Our local filming community has some
supporting collaborative events, workshops,
film festivals and Matariki nights to take
us through the winter season. Including
viewing the short film 'Frankie Jean and
the Morning Star' that was shot locally in
Makatu. A great film worth seeing.
Film Bay of Plenty is undergoing a
restructure which we are very excited
about. Watch this space, we look forward to
revealing the details soon.
Ngā mihi,
Jade F Kent

Take three – Wellington
The last three months have seen Wellington
mostly pretty busy, but with a lot of our techs
also making the pilgrimage north to work
on long-running Auckland based shows.
With a few of those now wrapping, we are
seeing a definite downturn in the 'enough
work to go around' stakes.
Season four of Wellington Paranormal is
over now, and although we never-say-never in
this business, the word is that there will not
be another one. It's been a great run and the
show has been a deserved smash hit, not just
here, but also in several overseas territories.
Congratulations to everyone involved. It's
been a brilliant time. The Cuba Mall bucket
fountain will never look the same.

There's been a decent run of TVC's coming
to town. Some rumoured to be here because
crew and capacity were too stretched
in Auckland, others because this town
really does have an abundance of talented
producers and directors who can still spin
gold out of a medium budget. But, our little
Level 2 hiccup also derailed or delayed
some planned shoots. As I write this, we are
scrambling to bring a couple back.
Also, there is some big infrastructure
building going on. This is a fantastic
development. Tune in NZTECHO #90 to
read more!
Love your work,
GT
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Take four – Christchurch
Hi again NZ TECHO crew, it’s nice and
chilly here in the South as winter has
definitely landed with blasts of snow
over the dozen ski fields in Canterbury,
it’s so good to get back up the mountain,
breathe in the fresh air and check out the
stunning views from the top. Thankful
that we are keeping abreast of COVID
19, as crew have been busy with several
domestic productions that are filming
in the city at the moment, including the
Amazon Studio Film "Don't Make Me Go”
which has seen the unprecedented closing
of a brand new New Zealand highway as
a key location in Christchurch over the
next couple of weekends. Well done to
Screen CanterburyNZ, the Council and
Christchurch location team, good to see the
finely tuned location protocols successfully
at work!
It feels timely that a new Screen
CanterburyNZ regional production
incentive supported by the council will be
launched in July, this will help the region
attract more frequent TV series and feature
films - exciting news! This compliments
a recently issued NZTE regional studio
report, stating Christchurch offers the
biggest potential for delivering large
scale productions regionally outside of
Wellington and Auckland, this is a great
acknowledgement of what Christchurch
has to offer and provides a great base to
grow the South Island industry. Also great
news for Temple Film Studios who have
been approved resource consent to build 8
x 2400 m2 studios over 32 hectares of land
prompting a huge push for investors to take
the next steps in development.
Creatively there is a good cross section
of funded content in various stages of
pre-production and post production in
Ōtautahi with various Webseries, Music
Videos, Cataylst, Loading docs, Fresh

Take five – Queenstown
shorts and Someday stories. Feature length
documentaries about world famous artist
Len Lye and the life of Shayne Carter
are in being produced by Rick Harvie at
Belmont, which brings me to shout out
a big congratulations to independent
Christchurch produced Peninsula Short film
that was screened at the Tribeca Film festival
in New York produced by Scott Flyger
and Directed by Fiona Mackenzie. Season
two of Second Chance Charlie funded by
2 Degrees was filmed in Christchurch,
directed by Stephanie Damm is currently
in Post production, while Agency Mechanic
Group has been in the city filming a new
Springfree campaign produced by YesLtd.
Ethique and University of Canterbury
filmed powerful new campaigns produced
by Resonate boosting local crew and talent.
Guild member & costume designer Tina
Hutchinson-Thomas, is currently putting
the finishing touches on a new fully
equipped 500 sqm wardrobe department
space, available to dry hire at the Temple
Film Studios location. A turn key hire space
for productions including ample storage,
dressing rooms and makeup rooms with
natural lighting.
Starting in August, the Christchurch
branch are looking forward to hosting two
workshops for crew on Production Drama
101 and Accounting for freelancers, these
should dovetail nicely into a planned
Production Coordinator workshop
in Christchurch for October, open to
participants nationwide, run by Share the
Knowledge. It certainly feels like a positive
start to winter and looking forward to future
opportunities…especially the recently
announced direct flights to and from
Christchurch to Los Angeles by American
Airlines, when the borders open!
Amanda Jenkins, Christchurch Branch Chair

Not much to write about as traditionally
autumn is a quiet time for the deep-south
screen industry crew - hopefully ahead of a
busy winter.
Notable productions that have visited have
been small with minimal crew, or larger
scale Australasian TVCs, and not really
anything in between. Travel restrictions are
still hampering productions from further
afield, and lack of a studio likely influencing
producers considering the region for longer
form productions until summer brings good
weather for location shoots.
So consequently many local crew have been
spending time supporting the resourcehungry productions shooting in the north.
Good news on the horizon though with
ever-growing talk of a studio in the region
- as has been widely reported, MBIE has
set up a $20m fund to help support the
diversification and reset of the Queenstown
Lakes economy by helping develop
alternative industries and attracting private
sector investment. It has been mooted that
potential projects include a film studio. I
recommend not holding your breath, but
there is definitely more conversation, and
even some design and funding planning...
Currently a decent handful of interesting
and varied projects are in talks with local
film offices, and initiatives to secure
projects are well supported by local groups.
We had a great turn out at the recent
SIGANZ branch meeting with much vibrant
conversation. Thanks to all who attended
- it's great to get together with such a
creative, engaged, vibrant, funny, insightful
bunch. And sincere thanks to Sherwood
Queenstown for hosting us at their

Production Office - we LOVE the new floor
that has just been installed, and I would
highly recommend as a production space.
I'll also take this opportunity to offer an
Art Dept thanks to Brett, Roger & Gillian
for making available the workshop at
the Film Inc yard. For years the yard has
housed QT Camera and all-things Grip,
Lighting, & Unit etc. For much of this year
the workshop has been used as Art Dept
workspace, and we are blessed to have such
a great fit-for-purpose space, so well located,
situated alongside all the other local film
techos, that has been available for us to use.
It has always been very challenging to find
appropriate workspace to rent for short
term productions in Queenstown, and (in
the absence of a purpose built studio) the
Film Inc yard, and Sherwood production
office have been our film-home. THANKS!
Finally we are enjoying watching Netflix's
'Sweet Tooth' - only a short time was spent
filming in the region, but the editor has
made great use of the stunning locations
and from watching you'd think much of the
time was spent in the south.
See you out there.
Nicola MacAllan
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Take six – Dunedin
Hello and thank you for giving Dunedin
our Industry voice! We may be small but our
city’s been busy and we’re grateful to share all
the happenings with the rest of the country.
Last quarter we broke a record with 3
productions (The Royal Treatment, One
Lane Bridge S2 and Under The Vines),
all shooting simultaneously in the Otago
Region. I don’t think that’s ever happened
before? This gave us a great opportunity
to showcase our talent with 50% being
crewed by locals. Film Dunedin, Film Otago
Southland and Film Queenstown Lakes are
now working together to facilitate further
training for crew in areas where shortages
were noticed regionally so watch this space
if you’re wanting to get into the industry or
upskill / retrain within departments.
Additionally a debrief following The Royal
Treatment, identified a range of Dunedin
businesses that can provide services for
future film productions. This includes
engineering, electrical services, catering,
accommodation, recruitment, offices, lifting
equipment and collections of props and
classic cars. Resources are being developed
to provide introduction to these businesses
for future productions.
Workshop opportunities have also been
a plenty with the first ScreenSafe /SWAG
Screen Industry Professional Respect
Training Project to hit our city (bring it
back please!). Rodney Cook brought us
a weekend Stunt Workshop. Dunedin's
own Dan Eady and Cindy Diver offered a
Screen Ready Workshop to help local cast
get the best tools for screen testing while
Dallas Synott in conjunction with Ara Toi/
Enterprise Dunedin have created a series
of free workshops to help anyone in the
Arts/Creative Sector reboot / upskill their
working practices in a post-Covid world.
Although we have said good bye to The Royal
Treatment, Dunedin continues to tick away
down here on a range of projects. Moving
forward fiercely on the factual front (say
that 5 times fast) Internationally acclaimed
NHNZ was one of five selected for the first
Premium Productions for International

Audiences Fund (Te Puna Kairangi Premium
Fund) to produce the second season of Our
Big Blue Backyard. We also congratulate
Craig Meade for his new partnership
with Australian company Wildbear
Entertainment to form WildBear Aotearoa.
We locals look forward to the crewing that
will follow as Productions progress.
Dunedin based filmmaker Ollie Luck will
have the New Zealand Premiere of his
latest Docu Drama Comedy Feature “There
is no “I” in Threesome” in the upcoming
NZIFF in a couple of months, having
already had great success overseas. FOS
will be supporting Ollie to take up Writers
residency for his next script.
Legal Fiction Films Producer / Director
duo Tess Whelan and David Hay recently
completed their 2nd short Canvass.
Scripts developments for a Feature have
also been underway.
Oh yes and Emmy’s were won this quarterly!
A shout out to the ARL (Animated Research
Limited) team who were responsible for
delivering StatCast 3D to the Major League
Baseball network celebrating the network's
George Wensel Technical Achievement
Award at the 42nd Sports Emmys for
StatCast 3D.

2021 NEW ZEAL AND
CINEMATOGRAPHY AWARDS

CALL FOR ENTRIES!

WHAT IS YOUR BEST WORK?
1. Music videos

6. Commercials

2. Short ﬁlms

7. Specialised and second unit

3. News and current aaairs

8. Documentaries and factual series

4. Magazine lifestyle and reality

9. Web series

5. Corporate informational and educational

10. Drama series
11. Feature ﬁlms

ENTRIES OPEN: 24th June

TICKETS ON SALE: 3rd September

ENTRIES CLOSE: 31st July

AWARDS BLACK TIE EVENT: 16th October - The Cordis Hotel, Auckland
Major National Sponsor

New Zealand’s largest supplier of grip equipment servicing the world’s entertainment industries
• Full grip crew • Stabilised remote heads • 15’ - 75’ TechnoCrane’s • 4x4 All terrain crane bases
• Chapman - Leonard dollies • Panther dollies • Motion control • Helicopter mounts • Slider’s
• Generators • Rigging • Car mounts • Blue/green/black screens • Multiple vehicle options

These are but a few as Film Dunedin engage
with several Dunedin based screenwriters
who between them have 17 feature film
and television projects in varying levels of
development. Fingers crossed we see further
successful funding rounds coming to our city.
Outside of what the locals are doing there
continues to be a multitude of enquiries for
feature & television projects considering
Dunedin and Otago as their base. Dunedin
has had double the amount of enquiries as it
had last year.
All of this bring a lot of discussions around
possible studio builds, new businesses,
training platforms, intern placements for
future Productions ready to set up shop.
Rebecca Rowe

Ph: 09 818 1981 • Mb: 021 443 958
www.griphq.nz • derek@griphq.nz

VISIT

ScreenSafe.co.nz

Health and Safety for the Screen Industry

Helping create safe workplaces
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NEWBIE PROFILE
Chris Hiles. Newbie!

4. Points system for low budget shoots - I’m not
sure what it is but all I know is there has to
be a better, more transparent / consistent way
of facilitating this. It should also be overseen
by an independent body like the film
commission as this really only relates
to local productions. Done correctly I think
it could both benefit crew and production
more than it does now. Could also be a giant
can of worms.

How long have you been in screen production
and how did you get started?
A long time when I do the math, started at RNZ
in 1986, moved to the dark (screen) side in 1989
when TV3 was invented. Grew up in a “film
family” so inevitable that I was going to end up
in the industry somewhere.
Why did you choose film/TV as a career?
When I left school all I knew was I wanted to
work in the broadcasting sector, doing what
exactly I wasn’t sure. There was very little known
about working in broadcasting from a school
careers council pov in the mid 80’s and even
less (nothing) known about what was then a very
small film sector. Certainly no film schools. I
applied for one of the coveted trainee positions
at Avalon TV studios, it was highly competitive
with 100’s of applicants and only a couple of
spots available per year. I made the short list of
the final 4 but they said I was to young and told
me to go back to school. They were right, I was
only 16 - and looked about 12. Not wanting to go
back to school I applied to RNZ for an electronics
technician apprenticeship (I also liked doing
stuff with wires). They said as long as I passed
yr 12 English they’d give me a job. I got 37% thankfully they still gave me the job.
Although I later dabbled in the camera side of
the industry also it was my early years in radio
that ultimately brought me back to sound, I have
a lot of good memories and learnings from those
formative years.
What do you believe the industry and the government - should do to
strengthen the industry?
Ooh, a bit of a pandoras box type question… the
NZ film industry has grown exponentially in
the last 2 decades and on the whole I think the
leaders of it through those years have done well at
helming it through often uncharted waters. The
respective governments also have and continue
to support it via various local screen granting
bodies and the continued funding of NZ On
Air and the Film Commission. Keeping in line

with the international industry in regards to the
tax rebate is also vitally important. (Note this
opinion is from my crew pov, I know creatively
there are many other opinions, and rightly so as
without our creatives none of us would be here).
The fact that our industry is “not unionised” is
a double edge sword, it does make things much
more attractive from a producer pov which helps
secure projects but it also allows for ongoing grey
areas in working conditions and makes it more
difficult for such to be addressed. 4 things that I
would like to see addressed are:
1.

The inclusion of some sort of late lunch
penalty - our lack of one is too often
taken advantage of, especially by
international productions.

2. Superannuation / kiwi saver contributions the industry has no infrastructure to
support it’s people in our later years and
it should have.
3.

Stat hols - should also include days that are
“Mondayised” for the rest of the nation, like
Anzac Day.

More recently the success of our industry
and the doubling down of that with the Covid
influx has put us under immense crewing and
infrastructure pressure, putting it simply we need
more studios and more crew to service them. The
latter is where I think productions have let us
down in recent times and now it has come back
to bite them - what I am talking about here is the
ongoing lack of support / inclusion in budgets
for trainee positions. And because I am one them
I will single out the sound dept especially in this
area, (I have worked as a HOD in the narrative
side of our industry since 1998 and have only
had a trainee on 4 productions). It’s a no brainer
- you can not support a growing industry without
the inclusion of regular trainee positions. A
part solution to this could be for the guild / film
comm / govt to make it policy that all off shore
productions which shoot here must also employ
dept trainees. It is our local industry that suffers
most with the off shore jobs taking much of the
crew and this would go someway toward helping
that and it is the off shore productions that have
the budget to facilitate it. There have also been
at times Govt incentives re trainees or interns,
more discussion around this please.
Why have you chosen to rejoin the Guild. What
do you want and expect of the Guild?
Around about the same time I got disillusioned
by the industry I also moved from Wellington
to a village in the Sth Island which has no local
Guild branch, my guild membership lapsed and
I was for a time unenthused to re join. Fast fwd a
few years and I’m 'reillusioned' now I’ve sorted
my work life balance. I still have some issues with
the Guild being a dog with dentures (appears to
have teeth but when provoked to bark they have

a tendency to fall out) I know it is a vital and
important part of our industry that only survives
by the support of its members. The Guilds work
already carried out in formalising our current
working conditions and the continuation of
its ability to do so in the future is critical to the
ongoing success of our industry as a whole. If
you’re reading this and are not a current Guild
member or like me let your membership lapse
for whatever reason please give some thought
to re-joining to support your fellow crew and
a Guild that is constantly in the background
supporting you.
What strengths do you think the NZ industry
has? How do you see New Zealand's industry
growing in the future?
Key strength - it’s people. While all industries have
their schmucks I feel ours has very few. Other than
that it's all cliche stuff, number 8 wire, strong moral
and work ethics along with creative can do attitudes
from all levels of all departments puts us in high
regard as crew. Well done us. The industry has the
opportunity to grow now more than ever but it
can’t grow without infrastructure or ground up
personnel support.
Shoutouts (a personal addition)
While I can I’d like to do a few career shoutouts.
Firstly to my dear recently departed Dad (Tony),
a trail blazer, a rule bending and breaking
creative, an inspiring industry icon and always
entertaining father. Chris Sara, my boss at my
time at TV3, taught me many things about being
a good human and a good boss, died way too
young. Ken Saville and Tony Johnson, fellow
sound mixers who I have much to thank for and
are unlike my father and Chris, thankfully both
still alive. And lastly my mate Sam Spicer (also
still alive) 1st AS / Boom Operator / collector of
shoes, jackets, bags, and all the best bits in prop
sales. Our work partnership is now well over 20
yrs! Regards to the rest of ya too of course, it’s you
people that I love the most about our industry.
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We’ve Got You Covered.

Jymi Best has joined the Guild. Welcome!
How long have you been in screen production
and how did you get started?
I started in 2003 when I attended the NZ film and
TV school in Wellington. I was one of the very
early classes at the school, class 6 or 7 I think.
The industry professionals I met at the school as
tutors, were the first people to give me a chance
as a technician. Namely Ken Saville, cheers for
that mate.
Why did you choose film/TV as a career?
Even from a young age I never wanted to do
anything else. I was a huge film and TV nerd. I
planned to become a director but got sucked into
camera dept, and never found my way out.
What do you believe the industry - and the government - should do to strengthen the industry?
Investment in building more professional
facilities, having forethought and planning for
the future. There is a lack of trainees coming
through resulting in very 'green' people being
shoehorned into roles beyond them.
Possibly a subsidy to encourage production
companies to hire more trainee staff and crew
who'll have the time to train them properly.
This will future proof the industry and legitimise
film work as a career.

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Why have you chosen to join/rejoin the Guild.
What do you want and expect of the Guild?

LARGE

FORMAT

LENSES

THE ONLY CHOICE FOR UNLIMITED CHOICES

President
Brendon Durey

Im interested in getting more involved in
industry issues and the advice and guidance of
the guild will be invaluable.

Vice president
Sioux Macdonald 021 969 609

What strengths do you think the NZ industry
has? How do you see New Zealand's industry
growing in the future?

Wellington chair
Adrian (Wookie) Hebron 0274 437 028

Auckland chair
Nick Treacy 021 280 8950

Christchurch chair
Amanda Jenkins 021 220 1022

I think our biggest strength is our hard working
and skilled crew, who approach film making from
a unique perspective. If we invest to capitalize on
the current world climate, which sees NZ as a very
attractive place to film, growth should be positive
not just for the short term but into the future.

Queenstown chair
Wayne Allen 0274 451 113
Treasurer
Tyrone Payne
www.panavision.asia

For full committee listing and contact
details please email:
info@screenguild.co.nz
PANAVISION AUSTRALIAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

NEW MEMBERS

Panavision · Definition Magazine

Join us in giving our new members a warm welcome!

Evan Webber: Auckland Art
Teuila Field: Auckland AD
Yvonne Bennett: Auckland Production
Richard Milner: Auckland Camera
Nic Mason: Auckland Safety Officer
Dan Jury: Auckland Sound
Katja Haargaard Velling: Auckland Script Supervising
Andrew Brown: Auckland Art Dept
Sandra Dryden: Auckland Script Supervising
Richard Barr: Auckland AD
Tim Flowers: Auckland Camera
Mel Turner: Auckland Production
Willy Goer: Auckland SFX

Kelly Lucas, executive officer
Jane Scott, accounts officer

Michael Nardone: Auckland Grips
Jymi Best: Auckland Cam
John-Jo Ritson: Christchurch Director/DOP
Louis Cassells: Queenstown Camera
Phoebe Mackenzie: Queenstown ART
Ken Turner: Queenstown Art
Garth Michael: Wellington Camera
Laurie Wright: Wellington AD
Oliver Denman: Wellington Script Supervisor
Sadie Wilson: Wellington Art
Lucas Purser: Wellington Production

SCREEN INDUSTRY GUILD AOTEAROA
NEW ZEALAND OFFICE

CREW REPS
Remember to organise a crew rep on your next production. A crew rep, preferably someone
who is familiar with The Blue Book, is the most efficient way to keep the lines of communication
open between the producer and the crew.

Tel: 09 8899522
PO Box 68-294, Wellesley Street,
Auckland 1145
info@screenguild.co.nz
editor@screenguild.co.nz
accounts@screenguild.co.nz
www.screenguild.co.nz
facebook.com/NZFVTG
Screen Industry Guild office hours
Monday to Friday, 9am to 3.30pm
Outside these hours, please leave a
phone message or email us.

